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CONTACT INFORMATION FOR LEONARDO BUSTOS
MAILING ADDRESS:
60040 Jeraboa Road
Mountain Center, Ca. 92561
Phone: 760-933-8420
Mobile Phone: 760-578-8480

SKYPE: BUDMAESTRO
EMAIL: LEONARDO@THECOMPANIONATOR.COM
WEBSITE:
CONNECT

WWW.THECOMPANIONATOR.COM

ON

SOCIAL MEDIA:

Google+
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+LeonardBustos/about
LinkedIn
www.linkedin.com/pub/leonardo-bustos/3a/31b/4a
Twitter
https://twitter.com/LeoTheLoveCoach
Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/TheCompanionator
YouTube
http://www.youtube.com/user/MrLsbustos
Amazon
http://www.amazon.com/author/leonardobustos
Pinterest
https://www.pinterest.com/Companionator/
Quora
http://www.quora.com/Leonardo-Bustos-2
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BIOS FOR LEONARDO BUSTOS
2-LINE

BIO:

Leonardo is an expert in the science and art of love and attraction. He fascinates you in a
humorous way with groundbreaking research so you can find your ultimate love match.

SHORT BIO:
Leonardo is an expert in the science and art of love and attraction. He fascinates
you in a humorous way with groundbreaking research so you can find your ultimate
love match.

He’s the author of 4 books, producer of dating software, dozens of short videos,
creator of the #1 rated course on internet dating, Meet A Mate Online and the
founder of upcoming Love Attraction Academy.

MEDIUM BIO:
Leonardo is an expert in the science and art of love and attraction. He fascinates
you in a humorous way with groundbreaking research so you can find your ultimate
love match.

He’s the author of 4 books, producer of dating software, dozens of short videos,
creator of the #1 rated course on internet dating, Meet A Mate Online and the
founder of upcoming Love Attraction Academy.

He made appearances on several radio and television programs and was a regular
guest on a weekly nationally syndicated radio program “Something You Should
Know.” He appeared in major publications like the Huffington Post, Esquire, N.Y.
Times, Playboy, and Cosmo, just to name a few.
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As a speaker and coach, he has fascinated and entertained countless audiences
with his ready to use practical advice on how to find your ultimate love match.
Leonardo’s Love Attraction Academy will take you from start to finish and show you
how to become the most desirable date possible so you can meet and attract your
ultimate love match.

For more information, please visit:
www.TheCompanionator.com or e-mail at Leonardo@TheCompanionator.com .

LONG BIO:
Leonardo is an expert in the science and art of love and attraction. He fascinates
you in a humorous way with groundbreaking research so you can find your ultimate
love match.

He’s the author of 4 books, producer of dating software, dozens of short videos,
creator of the #1 rated course on internet dating, Meet A Mate Online and the
founder of upcoming Love Attraction Academy.

Think of The Love Attraction Academy as the “Expedia” of dating. It’s not only an
education on how to meet and fall in love with your ultimate love match, it is also a
hub for all the best dating websites, programs, coaching and books on dating..

He made appearances on several radio and television programs and was a regular
guest on a weekly nationally syndicated radio program “Something You Should
Know.” He appeared in major publications like the Huffington Post, Esquire, N.Y.
Times, Playboy, and Cosmo, just to name a few.

As a speaker and coach, he has fascinated and entertained countless audiences
with his ready to use practical advice on how to find your ultimate love match.
Leonardo’s Love Attraction Academy will take you from start to finish and show you
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how to become the most desirable date possible so you can meet and attract your
ultimate love match.

Leonardo is planning to go on a nationwide quest to find his own ultimate love
match using The Mate Attraction Program he created to prove its effectiveness.
He’s posting his professionally crafted dating profile and photos on several dating
sites with the headline: “Who wants Fame, Fortune, Fun and Romance?

He wants to meet the right woman to not only fall in love with, but also be his
female partner for the program so they can both travel together to help others find
companionship. Leonardo says his passion and purpose is to make a quality
difference in the lives of all those who want to share their life with a quality partner
and are willing to commit to the process. His goal is to create an online University
for Singles to teach them how to meet and connect with their best love match.

Leonardo is in the planning stage to shoot a Documentary/Reality film to show how
a dating expert finds his best love match. He wants to take you behind the scenes
to show how he creates the dating profile, how he sends and responds to
messages, how he flirts online, on the phone and on when he goes on dates. Not
only will this be an education for newcomers to the dating scene, but also it will
contain lots of humor and drama.

Leonardo lives with his security team comprised of Mascara, an Australian Shepherd
who keeps vigil on the outside scanning the horizon and Coal, a black lab/pit-bull
who maintains security on the inside. It's a two-stage alarm system because
Mascara barks to Coal who then relays the bark to Leonardo whenever anyone
approaches. They also double as his personal trainers that prod him to hike every
day. They also moonlight as dishwashers in the evening.

www.TheCompanionator.com or e-mail him at Leonardo@TheCompanionator.com .

Bios for Leonardo Bustos
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SPEAKER INTRODUCTION:
Leonardo is an expert on the science and art of love and attraction. He examines
and presents you with the most groundbreaking research in a fascinating and
humorous way to show you how to attract your ultimate love match.

He’s the author of 4 books, producer of dating software, dozens of short videos,
creator of the #1 rated course on internet dating, Meet A Mate Online and the
founder of upcoming Love Attraction Academy.

He made appearances on several radio and television programs and was a regular
guest on a weekly nationally syndicated radio program “Something You Should
Know.” He appeared in major publications like the Huffington Post, Esquire, N.Y.
Times, Playboy, and Cosmo, just to name a few.

As a speaker and coach, he has fascinated and entertained countless audiences
with his ready to use practical advice on how to find your ultimate love match.
Leonardo’s Love Attraction Academy takes you from start to finish and shows you
how to become the most desirable date possible so you can meet and attract your
ultimate love match.

"Let's give a warm welcome to Leonardo “The Companionator” Bustos (pronounced
Boost-toes)

5 FUN FACTS YOU DIDN'T KNOW ABOUT ME:
1. I used to be an undercover private investigator and I followed people around to
take motion pictures.
2. I near got kicked off a dating website when I posted the headline “Looking for a
special woman to share fame, fortune fun, and romance.” The headline got cut off
and only read “Looking for a special woman to share…”
3. I have a two layer security team and 2 personal trainers. It consists of Mascara,
(an Australian Shepherd) who keeps watch on the outside and barks to Coal (a
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black lab/pit) who guards the inside then relays the bark to me. They also work as
dishwashers.
4. I have a pickup line to meet women that has never failed to get a smile, a fun
and interesting conversation and a phone number if I wanted it.
5. I “dated” 5 women at once when I first learned how - (P.S. - it didn’t end well)

Bios for Leonardo Bustos
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SYNOPSIS FOR “THE ULTIMATE DATING SYSTEM
2-LINE SUMMARY:
This book shows you how to market yourself on multiple dating sites using a
formula to help you craft your best dating profile possible. It helps you to select
and connect with your best love match available.

SHORT SYNOPSIS:
This book shows you how to market yourself on multiple dating sites using a
formula to help you craft your best dating profile possible. It helps you to select
and connect with your best love match available in the shortest time possible. It
also shows you how to flirt online, how to send and respond to messages and then
how to connect with the person you most desire. The more options you have, the
more selective you can become and the faster you’ll find your perfect partner.

MEDIUM SYNOPSIS:
This book shows you how to market yourself on multiple dating sites using a
formula to help you craft your best dating profile possible. It helps you to select
and connect with your best love match available. It also shows you how to flirt
online, how to send and respond to messages and then how to connect with the
person you most desire. The more options you have, the more selective you can
become and the faster you’ll find your perfect partner.

People get advice all the time on what cell phone to buy, what insurance plan is the
best, and even what color to paint your room. Yet how often does one get advice
on one of the most important decisions you’ll ever make – like who you choose to
spend your life with? The person you choose you’ll probably spend more time with
than anyone else – so it’s very important to make the right choice. This book helps
you to make the most logical and best choice.

LONG SYNOPSIS:
Synopsis for
The Ultimate Dating System
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This book shows you how to market yourself on multiple dating sites using a
formula to help you craft your best dating profile possible. It helps you to select
and connect with your best love match available in the shortest time possible. It
also shows you how to flirt online, how to send and respond to messages and then
how to connect with the person you most desire. The more options you have, the
more selective you can become and the faster you’ll find your perfect partner.

People get advice all the time on what cell phone to buy, what insurance plan is the
best, and even what color to paint your room. Yet how often does one get advice
on one of the most important decisions you’ll ever make – like who you choose to
spend your life with? The person you choose you’ll probably spend more time with
than anyone else – so it’s very important to make the right choice. This book helps
you to make the most logical and best choice.

If you want to find someone who will fall deeply in love with you and you with
them, then this system will help you to realize it. Having someone to love and
being loved in return is life’s ultimate experience, and it’s sad to realize the number
of achingly lonely people who haven’t or aren’t able to experience deep, true love.
The older you become, the chances are increased that if you don’t make this quest
a priority, the more difficult it becomes and the greater the likelihood you will be
alone to the end.

If you’ve ever sold or marketed a car or a home, I’m sure you’ll agree that it’s
important to get professional advice or help, because after all this is a valuable
possession, right? If you want to get the best price possible, you’ll want to make
sure you carefully execute the most effective and sensible marketing plan possible.

What if I told you that the same principles that apply to buying and selling multimillion dollar real estate can and should be applied to finding love and romance in
your life? Romantic Chemistry is of course critical to truly falling in love, so if you
are going to fall in love with someone, doesn’t it make sense to also have the basic
core values that are important to lasting and successful relationships?

Synopsis for
The Ultimate Dating System
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In order to get the best price for buying and selling a home (or any other high
ticket item for that matter), you hire a professional that uses data and the internet
to obtain the highest and best value. It begins with a comparative market analysis,
making the home as inviting as possible, then marketing it to the most buyers
possible.

When we go searching for our perfect partner, we need to go to the theoretical
“Interpersonal Marketplace” to find them. The Interpersonal Marketplace reasons
that whom we are attracted to depends a lot on how much we think we have to
offer and how much we think we can "buy" with it. Whether you’re marketing a
home or yourself, both are subject to the laws of basic economics 101 – supply and
demand.

5 POINTS

OF INTEREST ABOUT THE

BOOK’S CONTENT

OR

STORY:

1. Discover why your desirability factor determines who you best match up with
2. Learn how to increase your desirability in the dating marketplace – this allows
you more dates
3. Find out how to make the best first impression when meeting for the first
encounter
4. Learn how to create your ultimate dating profile – or your relationship resume
5. Learn how to flirt online and in person – it’s easier than you think

BOOK DETAILS

AND

PURCHASE INFORMATION

Book Title: (Full Book Title & Subtitle)”The Ultimate Dating System”
By: (Author Name) Leonardo Bustos
Published by: (Publisher Name) Amorado Cloud Productions
Available for Sale online at: Amazon.com, Google.com/books, Smashwords, Ebook
Store, General e-books or most e-book online stores
Retail Price for eBook: $2.99
Synopsis for
The Ultimate Dating System
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eBook ISBN: 9781301809301
Book Website: The Ultimate Dating System
Publisher Website: The Ultimate Dating System - Smashwords
Author
Author
Author
Author

Website: The Companionator
Twitter: Leonardo Bustos - Twitter
Facebook: Leonardo Bustos - Facebook
Google+: Leonardo Bustos - Google +

Synopsis for
The Ultimate Dating System
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SYNOPSIS FOR “HOW TO ATTRACT WOMEN WITH HUMOR”
2-LINE SUMMARY:
This book shows you how fun and exciting it is to be able to easily approach
practically any woman, practically any place and have an instant humorous
connection with her

SHORT SYNOPSIS:
This book shows you how fun and exciting it is to be able to easily approach
practically any woman, practically any place and have an instant humorous
connection with her. You can have amazing results by simply learning and
practicing some minor modifications in your mindset, body language and life style.

MEDIUM SYNOPSIS:
This book shows you how fun and exciting it is to be able to easily approach
practically any woman, practically anywhere and have an instant humorous
connection with her. You can have amazing results by simply learning and
practicing some minor modifications in your mindset, body language and life style.
It’s very liberating to be able to approach and flirt with practically any woman who
strikes your fancy. It doesn’t matter how young or attractive she may be. You will
have them laughing and joking with you in a connected way almost immediately.
It’s like you’ve become a famous celebrity that everyone likes and wants to hang
with.

LONG SYNOPSIS:
This book shows you how fun and exciting it is to be able to easily approach
practically any woman, practically anywhere and have an instant humorous
connection with her. You can have amazing results by simply learning and
practicing some minor modifications in your mindset, body language and life style.
It’s very liberating to be able to approach and flirt with practically any female who
strikes your fancy. It doesn’t matter how young or attractive she may be. You will
have them laughing and joking with you in a connected way almost immediately.

Book Synopsis for
How to Attract Women
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It’s like you’ve become a famous celebrity that everyone likes and wants to hang
with.
One of the most exciting and fun things you’re going to learn here is how to
instantly create attraction and rapport with women, and you don’t have to be rich
or handsome to do it.
Many men say that approaching women they want to meet is one of the most
terrifying and difficult things they’ve ever tried. It ranks right up there with public
speaking and root canals.
By the time you finish this book you will have discovered some amazing revelations
about female evolutionary psychology and human behavior. You will learn the
hidden secret desires that women are subconsciously and irresistibly attracted to.
This information will cause you to better understand and totally rethink the way you
relate and talk to women.
You’re going to learn how and why women have been genetically programmed over
tens of thousands of years to be automatically attracted to certain male traits and
habits, known as “Attractor Factors.” You will learn what those qualities are and
how you can adopt them while at the same time not compromising your core
values.
You’re also going to learn how to eliminate all those destructive (feminized) habits
that are total turn-offs to women. Many of them have been possibly sabotaging
your efforts with women for many years and you probably weren’t even aware of
them. There’s a good chance that those anti-masculine habits contributed to a
woman cheating on or leaving you.
Male and female blueprints that have evolved over 200,000 years have been
suddenly and drastically altered over the last 50. That is a 4,000 to 1 ratio. In
many ways, male and female roles are no longer how they evolved, and the sudden
shift has had major social consequences.
This is one of the primary reasons why there are so many feminized males (often
referred to as wusses) that are unsuccessful in attracting women because they are
acting like women themselves. It doesn’t work. You can’t reverse tens of
thousands of years of conditioning over a 50 year period and expect different
results.
At the same time, it’s been proven in studies that many women who think and say
they desire sensitive, emotional, nice guys – (who are in reality, feminized men),
are actually unconsciously attracted to masculine men who are not sensitive or
emotional at all. Research showed that when those women met men in speed

Book Synopsis for
How to Attract Women
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dating encounters, they overwhelmingly and almost always instinctively chose the
men who displayed the alpha male traits and turned down the passive sensitive
men.

5 POINTS

OF INTEREST ABOUT THE

BOOK’S CONTENT

OR

STORY:

1. This book is for men who have the desire but also the fear to approach a woman
they’re interested in
2. It shows you how to have an instant, humorous connection with her
3. There is a 12 step program for making the best first impression
4. It talks about the 3 types of pickup lines, and which ones work best for different
women
5. The book reveals the ultimate pick up line that has never failed

BOOK DETAILS

AND

PURCHASE INFORMATION

Book Title: (Full Book Title & Subtitle)”How to Attract Women with Humor”
By: (Author Name) Leonardo Bustos
Published by: (Publisher Name) Amorado Cloud Productions
Available for Sale online at: Amazon.com, Google.com/books, Smashwords, Ebook
Store, General e-books or most e-book online stores
Retail Price for eBook: $9.99
eBook ISBN: 9781301809301
Book Website: How To Attract Women With Humor
Publisher Website: How To Attract Women With Humor - Smashwords
Author
Author
Author
Author

Website: The Companionator
Twitter: Leonardo Bustos - Twitter
Facebook: Leonardo Bustos - Facebook
Google+: Leonardo Bustos - Google +

Book Synopsis for
How to Attract Women
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SAMPLE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR LEONARDO BUSTOS
1. What got you interested in this profession?
2. You say you help singles find their best love match available in the shortest
time possible – how do you do that?
3. What got you interested in this profession?
4. You say you help singles find their best love match available in the shortest
time possible – how do you do that?
5. Why would someone want to try internet dating?
6. Can you give us some tips on Body Language
7. Can you give us some tips on flirting?
8. Can you give us some tips approaching someone you're interested in?
9. What books and programs have you written or created?
10.How can we find out more about you?
11.What did you learn?
12.Do you have any interesting stories to tell about the book?
13.What other books have you written?
14.Can you tell us about the Mate Attraction Program?
15.What are you doing now?
16.Can you give some of our listeners some tips on how to flirt or make yourself
more desirable?
17.Can you tell us where to buy the book(s)?
18. How can our listeners contact you for consultation?
Sample Interview
Questions for Leonardo Bustos
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PRESS RELEASE
PRESS RELEASE
Contact:
Name: Leonardo Bustos
Email: Leonardo@TheCompanionator.com
Office Phone: 760-933-8420
Website: www.TheCompanionator.com

ADVICE TO MEN ON HOW TO USE HUMOR
& BODY LANGUAGE TO MAKE WOMEN WANT

YOU

Based on evolutionary psychology, this book shows how to use humor and “Attractor Factors”
that are irresistible to nearly all women.
Palm Desert, California – May 25, 2014 – How to Attract Women with Humor shows
how fun and exciting it is to be able to easily approach practically any woman,
practically anywhere and have an instant humorous connection with her. It says
you can have amazing results by simply learning and practicing some minor
modifications in your mindset, body language and life style.
“Women are actively looking for those men who have the ability to unlock the code
to their natural instinctive desires, and you’re going to learn how to develop those
"Attractor Factors" that tap into a woman’s primal needs and desires”
How to Attract Women with Humor (Amorado Cloud Productions, 2013, ISBN9781301809301 - www.TheCompanionator.com )
“A clever and humorous introduction instantly short-circuits her usual defense
mechanisms and right away you’ve made a good first impression. You’ve
immediately overcome that initial moment of awkwardness that usually
accompanies meeting someone for the first time and now it’s much easier to
establish rapport. When you start out with a humorous outrageous quote – you can
then say practically anything after that and get away with it.”
One of the most exciting and fun things this book teaches is how to instantly create
attraction and rapport with women, and one doesn’t have to be rich or handsome to
do it. Many men say that approaching women they want to meet is one of the
most terrifying and difficult things they’ve ever tried. It ranks right up there with
public speaking and getting a root canal.
This book reveals startling revelations about female evolutionary psychology and
human behavior. It discusses the hidden secret desires that women are

Press Release
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PRESS RELEASE
subconsciously and irresistibly attracted to. This information helps men to better
understand and totally rethink the way they relate and talk to women.
Below are some tips the author suggests when using humor to meet women:
“Humor is just the ice breaker – you also have to learn how to develop your
masculine, romantic, seductive side of yourself to add to the humor – you just can’t
use humor alone.”

1. Learning how to develop masculine body language is one of the easiest and
quickest things you can do to make yourself more attractive to women:

“You should take up a lot of space when you stand, sit walk or relax – walk upright
with confidence, smoothness and with good posture - practice your body
movements in the mirror whenever possible”.
2. Discover how to make a good first impression –

“A good first impression is critical to how your date will perceive you, because
everything you do after is either diminished or enhanced by the first impression. I
give several tips in the book on how to do this using the proper body language, eye
contact and touching”.
3. Learn how to flirt -

“Getting yourself in the right frame of mind prior to meeting is critical. Be prepared
with the right questions to ask – ones that invite positive emotions and not ones
that sound like you’re conducting an interview”.
4. Learn how to create attraction with your eyes -

“Learning how to keep eye contact just a second longer than normal escalates
attraction – use the triangle look when using eye contact by looking at the left eye,
the right eye, the lips, and slowly back again”.
You can read a sample of the book by clicking here:
###
About the Author:

Press Release
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PRESS RELEASE
Leonardo is an expert on the science and art of love and
attraction.
He examines and presents you the most
groundbreaking research in a fascinating and humorous way to
show you how to attract your ultimate love match.
He’s the author of 4 books, producer of dating software, dozens
of short videos, creator of the #1 rated course on internet
dating, Meet A Mate Online and the founder of upcoming Love
Attraction Academy.
He made appearances on several radio and television programs
and was a regular guest on a weekly nationally syndicated radio
program “Something You Should Know.” He appeared in major
publications like the Huffington Post, Esquire, N.Y. Times,
Playboy, and Cosmo, just to name a few.
As a speaker and coach, he has fascinated and entertained
countless audiences with his ready to use practical advice on
how to find your ultimate love match.
Leonardo’s Love
Attraction Academy will take you from start to finish and show
you how to become the most desirable date possible so you can
meet and attract your ultimate love match.

About the Book:
E- book Number of pages/170
Category/Self-Help
Year/2015
Price/ $9.99

Review Copies and Media Interviews:

Press Release
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PRESS RELEASE
For a review copy of How to Attract Women with Humor or an interview with
Leonardo Bustos, please contact Leonardo at 760-933-8420. When requesting a
review copy, please provide e-mail address.
If you would like to receive this information as a Word document, please let us
know.
For more information, please visit:
www.TheCompanionator.com or www.MeetAMateOnline.com

Press Release
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PHOTOS
PHOTOS
You can download the photos for the media kit by clicking on the link below:
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